
SUMMARY    MBSA GENERAL MEETING   DECEMBER 16, 2021 

 

In attendance: Rob Bova, Rick Williams, Ken Adams, Logan Greenlee, Bob Foley, Mitch Wiest, Ben 

Richardson, Jody Graul, Doug Ryan, Jack Cochrane, Sue Hardy, Russ Chapman, Rob Davis, Peter 

Galipault, Tyler Jupp, Susie Schneider, Peter Fein, Melissa Verrochi, Karen Tenenbaum,  

 

WELCOME AND AGENDA 

Doug started us off by recognizing the strange times and uncertainty that plagued summer of 2020 and 

this past summer. He thanked all those involved for all their efforts to get the races off in such 

unpredictable times.  He then reviewed the agenda with some comments: 

• Survey: done for awareness and information purposes. All results and comments were sent to 

OA’s, delegates to share the info for best possible outcomes. Two themes stand out: requests 

for fewer qualifiers and adjusting class splits to increase participation.  

• Slate of officers to be voted in. 

• Questions about the survey. (Ben Richards didn’t receive the results. Doug explained the data 

base is split into two systems. We’re addressing this to streamline data bases so OAs can update 

appropriate contact themselves and the email list will be more up to date as a result. ) 

• Working Group: One result of the survey is the creation of a working group comprised of 

constituents with the intention of brainstorming and providing recommendations to the board 

for new class splits. The hope is this will increase competition and participation. MBSA will 

provide as much data and information as possible/requested, but this will be a self-organized 

group organizing and holding meetings for the purpose of presenting constituent driven ideas 

and solutions. 

o Doug commented that originally the working group idea was presented as something to be 

implemented in 2023, but because the response and enthusiasm was so robust, we moved 

it up so results will be put in place for the 2022 season. The response was more active and 

enthusiastic than anticipated. Logan commented that we see the urgency and are ready for 

change: a cogent strategy for the next delegates’ meeting comprised of collective wisdom 

from a broad scope of participants.  

 

FINANCIAL REPORT:        Doug Ryan 

The 2020 year created a surplus with its early membership sign up followed by covid and limited 

racing. The surplus money was put to go use in donations vital to keeping other sailing programs 

(particularly youth programs) afloat. Plus, no OAs were charged the annual amounts for ads in the 

yearbook. In 2021, the amount collected and distributed result in a wash. Currently, we have 2900 in 

checking but have yet to pay for trophies. The investment accounts have done very well growing to 

65-70 thousand even though the money is invested conservatively. The funds exist for funding older 

programs (such as funding Olympic hopefuls) as well as newer endeavors to expand and support 



youth sailing programs. We’re all looking forward to a return to full banquet dinners, yearbook ads, 

OA charges etc.-- all the normal stuff!  

SCHEDULE:          Mitch Wiest 

Mitch presented (zoom share) a rough draft of the 2022 schedule after soliciting OAs for anticipated 

dates and building off last year’s schedule. We all walked through the schedule to confirm dates and 

identify conflicts.  

One consistent comment is that there were few races early last summer but too many (with 

overlaps and conflicts) late in the summer.  

Most events were confirmed by OA representative except those with no rep (Scituate Invitational, 

MYC Patton Bowl, Crocker, IBYC Chowder cup, Down East Challenge, Manchester Fall series. There 

were three conflicts: Flip Flop and Make-a-wish (Aug 6), Jubilee and Hingham Bay Chowder cup (9-

10 but thought geographically separate enough to be okay), Round the Salvages and BPYC 

Constitution Cup (7-16).  These will be addressed off line and revisited at the next meeting. Some 

OAs plan to get back to us on some undecided formats.  

Mitch emailed the updated schedule at the end of the meeting. All OAs should have it for review.  

 

SLATE OF OFFICERS        Doug Ryan 

OAs were asked for any new nominations. The list of officers was presented for review. A straw pole 

vote was taken with no objections. Officers, as proposed, were elected.  

 

INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK:       Doug Ryan 

The floor was opened up to hear from individuals so they could share their thoughts on what went 

well, not so well, what do you want to see change or have more of, less of.. whatever is on your 

mind:  

Ken A: Thanked Doug and all for their work on the board and expressed interest in seeing growth in 

the Short-Handed fleets and Pursuit races. He agreed we need to generate more participation in 

races and feels the proposed changes are quite appropriate initiatives to get the job done.  

Ben R: Great meeting. He’s more of a one design sailor than handicap sailor. Easter Point sailors are 

not so likely to travel, but he and his group are working to keep folks on the far north shore busy.  

Jack C: Suggested that the MH area OAs want to have more input while discussion is ongoing and 

not to be left out. Others suggested the sub groups or working groups that are being set up offer 

plenty of opportunity to address this. This will be a powerful way to bring up ideas from the users. It 

was reported that the proposed working group is currently about 55% North shore and 45% south 

shore so far.. a good ratio.  

Rob B: great meeting. Looking forward to 2022. His goal is to help grow the short-handed class and 

looking forward to being on the working group.  



Rob D: Thank you for the open forum. He races IOD’s in MH as crew. 35 years ago, he was in PRHF in 

MH and has noticed the shift from a harbor filled with sailboats to one with growing numbers of 

motorboats. He sees a big hurdle to participation is the difficulty of finding moorings. That’s the big 

issue. He also reported that Provincetown has only half its 200 moorings are filled. Between P-town 

and Manchester is some of the best waters for sail racing. Perhaps there’s a way to tap that and 

include P-town in Mass Bay sail events.  

Sue H: Reports her big concern is participation and difficulty of running races, paying for RC, only to 

have some classes with one boat. She raised the question of how/when to know to cancel a race. 

Her club is focused on building one design fleets and they were able to reactivate the snipes and 

stars fleets. She asked about MBSA’s interest in one design (needs representation).  

Peter Fein: Agreed with many others. Recognized that some moorings do turn over, but new boats 

tend to be motorboats. In MH, low stress/ high fun races are successful, so it follows that we should 

strive to make races less stressful and more fun: easy! The new splits will help with this. He’s also 

interested in a Short-handed Cruising class. (Others chimed in on interest in True Cruising class with 

all the cruising gear).  

Bob F: Thanked all for your efforts over the years. For years, Bob been advocating for revision of Q’s 

and changes to splits, so he’s looking forward to joining the working group and the positive changes 

that come from it.  

Susie S: Shared news that she is now the Area A Race Officer for US Sailing! And she wants to make 

herself available to anyone with interest in being a race officer or wanting training to see her. MBSA 

happy to help Susie broadcast any info, classes, seminars, etc. 

Tyler J: Thank you to all and very glad there are enthusiastic people to make a good working group. 

He would like very much to be on the group but just can’t with his full plate. He talked about 

Thursday night splits (Jubilee) might need changes with one Design, SH, sporty boats, etc. Tyler 

pointed out that some good is coming out of the covid impact (like SH).  

 

ADJOURN 

Time was growing late and some people had messaged that they needed to leave. Motion to 

adjourn, seconded. We look forward to the next meeting after the holidays! 

 Next meeting: January 26, 2021 at 7pm 

 

To be done:  

Mitch sent the updated Schedule to all via email after the meeting.  

Add Jack C to the email list of delegates.  

Get survey results to Ben Richardson. 

 


